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Abstract: With the rapid growth of e-commerce and user-generated content online, the increasing product online reviews 

have significant influence on both buyers and sellers. However, among the thousands of online reviews, only the reviews of 

high-quality matters to the market, thus quality reviews detection rises in response to the requirement of retrieving authentic 

feedbacks from consumers. In this paper, a state-of-the-art ensemble model, gradient boosting decision trees (GBDT), is 

applied to select useful features for quality evaluation of online reviews. Firstly, four types of features are extracted based on 

information adoption theory. Then, the GBDT model is adopted to select useful features for quality reviews detection. At last, 

comparative experiments are conducted through online reviews of searching goods, based on two baseline models such as 

Decision Tree and Logistic Regression, and the results show that GBDT model achieves a better performance in detecting 

reviews of high-quality. This research indicates that product attributes, reviewer characteristics and objectiveness of reviews 

are key ingredients in high quality reviews.  
 

Keywords: review quality, ensemble model, feature selection, information adoption theory, gradient boosting 
decision trees (GBDT)  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
User-generated content such as online reviews have become a prevalent means of communication between 

customers and business in recent years, generating big influence on product market. However, among the vast 
amount of online reviews, only quality reviews conveys authentic feedbacks from consumers. Therefore, quality 
reviews detection becomes a topic of interest for both academia and industry. 

A commonly-used measurement of review quality by most e-commerce websites is the ‘helpful votes’ of 
each review based on the evaluations of whether one review is helpful or not to its readers. But this method is 
somewhat subjective and often comes with manipulation and bias. Therefore, researchers are determined to 
develop more objective methods to assess the quality of reviews. 

 There are mainly two methods to evaluate review quality, the econometrical model based method and the 
machine learning method. Econometrical model based method provides interpretable results but typically tends 
to be insufficient in feature selection resulting in poor performance, while machine learning method normally 
achieves better performance but hardly provide evidence to support feature selection. As a result, this paper is 
motivated to tackle the problem using ensemble model, which closes the gap of accuracy and interpretability.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The existing literatures are reviewed in ‘Literature 
review’ section and the method is introduced in ‘Proposed Approach’ section. Experiments on quality reviews 
detection are conducted and the results are estimated in ‘Experiments and Evaluations’ section. The paper is 
concluded with possible further research in ‘Conclusion’ section. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1  The impact of different types of features on review quality 

The existing researches analyze the influence of several types of features on review quality including 
linguistic features, semantic features, product attributes, meta-data features and information features. For 
example, Reference[1] verifies that the linguistic features such as the number of words adjectives and sentences 
has impact on the quality of reviews. High quality reviews should evaluate a certain amount of product 
attributes so that conveys substantial information for readers[2]. The metadata features, such as each reviewer’s 
rating and its variance to average rating, are also important for evaluating to the helpfulness of reviews[3]. 
Reference[4] argues that interactive Electronic Word-of-Mouth (EWOM) systems positively influence the quality 
of reviews on website. Besides that, information gain of each review is of help to assess review quality[1][5]. 
2.2  Review quality evaluation models 

There are mainly two kinds of models to evaluate review quality, the econometrical model and the machine 
learning model. The econometrical model based method often takes the metadata features (e.g. review ratings 
and reviewers’ identifications) or the linguistic features (e.g. the number of words and sentences) as independent 
variables, and takes the ratio of ‘helpful votes’ to total votes as a proxy dependent variable of review quality, in 
order to analyze the influence of these features on the quality of reviews. For example, Reference[6] uses a 
multiple linear regression model to analyze the helpfulness of DVD product reviews, and the results shows that 
the reviewers’ characteristics and linguistic features of a review have significantly positive impacts on the 
review’s helpfulness. Similar researches are conducted in [7]-[9]. On the other hand, the machine learning method 
considers the quality evaluation of reviews as a two-class classification problem, and classifies reviews into the 
ones of high-quality and the ones of low quality by manually annotating training set, training classifier to 
determine the category of testing set. Commonly used machine learning methods are support vector machine, 
support vector regression, decision tree, logistic regression, etc, as in [10]-[13]. In summary, although the machine 
learning methods performs better on review quality evaluation than the econometric models, they rarely 
analyzes the extent of influence that features have on the evaluation. 
2.3  Comments on related works 

Based on reviewing literatures above, the performance of review quality evaluation is heavily relied on 
selecting useful features, but there is no unanimous conclusion on the features determining the quality of 
reviews. Besides that, just few researches explain the contribution that each feature makes to determine review 
quality and in what way it contributes. Furthermore, using the ratio of helpful votes to total votes as the proxy 
for review quality is somewhat heuristic.  

Therefore, this paper is motivated to tackle these problems above and proposes a method based on an 
ensemble model instead of a single model to select features and detect high quality reviews. 

 
3. PROPOSED APPROACH  
3.1  Basic procedure of the proposed approach 

A state-of-the-art ensemble method, gradient boosting(GB), is utilized and regression trees are employed as 
base learners. First of all, based on information adoption theory, four types of features are put forward to 
measure the quality of review, including linguistic features, semantic features, information features and reviewer 
relevant features. Then, GB models are used to select key features and analyze their contributions in the process. 
At last, comparative experiments are conducted with baseline methods. The basic procedure of the proposed 
approach is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 1.  The basic procedure of the proposed approach 

 
3.2  Feature extraction 

According to the Information Adoption Theory proposed by Sussanman[14] in 2003, information content 
and information source reliability are the two direct factors affecting the perceived helpfulness of information 
for recipients in the context of online information communication. And the level of the perceived helpfulness of 
information directly affects the recipients’ adoption of information. As a result, information content including 
linguistic features, semantic features and information features and information source reliability such as 
reviewer identification features are employed to measure the quality of reviews. 

(1) Linguistic features(F1) extraction 
 Linguistic features are text features regarding words and sentences in reviews.. After preprocessing, the 

total number of words, sentences, adjectives, adverb words and verb words in a review and the average sentence 
length of the review are extracted as linguistic features.  

(2) Semantic features(F2) extraction 
 Reviews are always mixed with objective descriptions and subjective opinions. And it is obvious that the 

more similar the review is to product description, the more objective the review will be. Subjective opinion is 
the positive or the negative sentiment towards the product expressed in a review[15], hence is quite different to 
the description of a product. In addition, the sentiment of a review is determined by the polarity words in the 
review in this paper.  

In order to measure the effect of the mixture of opinions to the review quality, PosDegree and DevPos are 
defined as semantic features to represent the sentiment mixing level of a review. And ObjDegree and DevObj 
are defined as semantic features to represent objectivity of a review.  

  Sentiment mixing level of a review 
Consumers usually praise some aspects while criticize other aspects of a product, thus making reviews a 

mixture of positive and negative comments. In this paper, the percentage of positive sentences in a review is 
denoted as the review’s PosDegree. And the larger the percentage is, the more positive the review will be. On 
the contrary, the smaller the percentage is, the more negative the review will be. In other words, PosDegree 
represents the valance of the mixed sentiments of a review. r+ is used to denote positive sentences in a review, 
total(r) is used to denote the sum of positive and negative sentences, and PosDegree of review r is calculated as 
follows. 

 
)(
)()(

rtotal
rcountrPosDegree
+

=                        (1) 

Since the average PosDegree of product p reflects a steady value of the sentiment mixing level of all p’s 
reviews, the deviation of PosDegree to the average PosDegree of p is used to represent the sentiment mixing 
level of review r, and DevPos of review r is calculated as follows. 

|)(()(|)( ∑
∈

−=
Rr

rPosDegreeAvgrPosDegreerDevPos   (2) 
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 A supervised learning method, Bernoulli NB model(accuracy reach to 92.5% in this paper), is employed to 
determine the polarity of a sentence.  

  objectivity of a review 
As mentioned above, the objectivity of a review is determined by the similarity degree of the review to 

merchant’s product description. Since a review is composed of several sentences either are subjective or 
objective, the objectivity of a review is predicted at the sentence level. 

The tf-idf method is adopted to obtain the text vector space of sentence s and description text d, and the 
cosine similarity algorithm is employed to calculate the similarity between the two .Set a threshold value, and 
the s with greater value than the threshold is taken as an objective sentence, denoted as s+. 

 Thus, we get each review’s objectivity, ObjDegree, as follows. 

)(
)()(

rtotal
scountrObjDegree
+

=                                (3)
 

Similarly, the average ObjDegree of product p reflects a steady value ofthe objectivity of all p’s reviews. 
Thus, the deviation of ObjDegree to the average ObjDegree of p is used to reflect the objectivity of review r, 
and DevObj of review r is calculated as follows. 

|)(()(|)( ∑
∈

−=
Rri

rObjDegreeAvgrObjDegreerDevObj     (4) 

(3) Information features(F3) extraction 
 The information features include the amount of information of a review, review’s timeliness, review’s 

depth, and etc. Most related researches utilize information entropy to measure the amount of information 
contained in reviews. In addition, Jelinek[16] gives definition to information perplexity based on information 
entropy. Therefore, both information entropy and information perplexity are introduced as the information 
features to measure the amount of information of a review. The higher the value of a review’s entropy and 
perplexity are, the more distinct the review will be from the other reviews. Suppose a review r is composed of 
word w1,w2,…wn, and p(wi) is the occurrence probability of wi in the corpus, the entropy and the perplexity of 
review r are determined as follows. 

)(log)()( 2 i
rw

i wpwprEntropy
i

∑
∈

−=                       (5) 

)(2)( rEntropyrPerplexity =                                (6) 

 After preprocessing of corpus, a unigram language model is trained using the Natural Language Tool Kit 
package in Python to calculate the entropy and the perplexity of each review.  

 As consumers always give comments to different attributes of a product in the reviews, the more product 
attributes mentioned in a review, the more detailed information the review will have. As a result, the frequency 
of product attributes is also adopted to measure the amount information of a review. At first, based on the 
method of extracting product attributes proposed by Hu[17], a product attributes set is built based on association 
rules. Then, point mutual information(PMI) method is introduced to filter incorrect product attributes in the 
preliminary set , such as “ problem”, “aspect”, “condition”, “reason”. In the experiment, 20 representative words 
are manually selected from the preliminary set to constitute a seed set of product attributes. We filter incorrect 
product attribute based on the sum of PMI value of every word in the preliminary set. 

 Furthermore, the number of days from a review’s publishing date to the experiment date is also collected as 
a feature to measure timeliness of a review.  

(4) Reviewer reliability features extraction 
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 As the opinion holder of a review, reviewer’s reliability represents the source reliability of the review. Thus 
reviewer’s ranking, the number of reviews with the ‘helpful votes’ above five, and reviewer’s average ‘helpful vote’ 
rate of all one’s reviews are extracted as reviewers’ relevant features to measure the reliability degree of them.. 

To sum up, 17 features belonging to those four categories above are extracted. The specific meaning and 
abbreviation of each feature is illustrated in table 1. 

Table 1.  Extracted features and abbreviation 

Feature set Feature implication Abbreviation 

number of words in a review Nwords 

number of sentences in a review Nsents 

average sentence length: （Nwords/Nsents） Averlen 

number of adjectives in a review Nadj 

number of adverbs in a review Nadv 

Liguistic features 

F1 

number of verbs in a review Nverb 

positive opinion level PosSenti 

sentiment mixing level DevPos 

objective level  ObjSenti 

Semantic features 

F2 

objectivity level DevObj 

number of product attributes  AttriFreq 

entropy of each review Entropy 

perplexity of each review Perplexity 
Information features 

F3 
number of days from publish date to experiment date 

(the logarithm value) 

Timeliness 

reviewer ranking ReviewerRank 

reviewer’s average helpful vote rate AverHelpRate 
Reviewer reliability features F4 

number of the same reviewers’ review 

(number of helpful votes more than five) 

VoteAbove5 

3.3  Feature selection based on Gradient Boosting Model 
Gradient Boosting (GB) algorithm is an ensemble of models, originally proposed by Friedman[18], which is 

one of the most effective machine learning models for predictive analytics. To train GB model, this paper 
consider m reviews with extracted features as input measurements and their corresponding reviews qualities as 

outcomes in the form of (x1,y1),…,(xm,ym) pairs, where each m
iix 1}{ = is a vector containing extracted features for 

review i. Based on that, the unknown function *)(xFy =  is utilized to predict the quality of a new review. 

The unknown function F is estimated by minimizing a loss function L defined over training set as shown in 
equation (7). 

∑=
=

m

i iiF xFyLF
1

))(,(minarg                        (7) 

The gradient of the loss function L for each training point xi at the iteration step n is given by equation (8). 

)),(,()( 1)(, 1 inixFini xFyLxg
in −−

∇=       .1 mi ≤≤         (8) 

 In order to generalize the gradient to other x, a regression tree ),( naxh  is chosen to produce 
m

nin axhh 1)},({=  most parallel to m
n Rg ∈− . The regression tree is obtained from equation (9) 
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 Where na  denotes the parameter of the regression tree ),( naxh  and β  denotes the learning rate, 

which determines the contribution of each tree to the approximation. The regression trees that are most highly 

correlated with - )(xgn  over the data distribution are estimated and used to update the approximation of Fn as 

shown in equation (10). 

),()()( 1 nnnn axhxFxF γ+= −                     (10) 

 Where nγ  is the optimal length, which is obtained by equation (11). 

∑= − +=
m

i niinin axhxFyL
1 1 )),()(,(minarg γγ γ      (11) 

In order to optimize the performance of GBDT model, an internal validation is carried out on testing data to 
find the optimal GB model parameters. Besides that, using the internal mechanism of GB, the relative 
importance of extracted features are compared and ranked based on the prediction result. 

 
4. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATIONS  
4.1  Experiment setup 

Mobile reviews in Chinese are collected from the Amazon website (Http://www.amazon.cn) as corpus 
using a crawler. Besides that, the metadata of each review (such as reviewer’s relevant information and helpful 
vote) and product description are also crawled to build the experimental data set. After removing duplicate and 
feature missing reviews, the experimental data set contains 1421 pieces of mobile phone reviews across 10 
different brands.  

In order to get the actual quality of reviews as much as possible, both automatic labeling based on ‘helpful 
votes’ and manual annotation are adopted to determine whether a review is of quality or not.  At first, the 
reviews with the number of ‘helpful votes’ above or equal to 5 and the ratio of ‘helpful votes’ to total votes 
above or equal to 0.75is automatically labeled as high-quality. And then, five researchers are invited to manually 
annotate the rest of reviews with ‘helpful votes’ less than 5, the reviews with more than 4 researchers annotated 
as high-quality is determined to have high quality, and the rest are annotated as low quality reviews. Finally, 801 
high quality reviews and 620 low quality reviews are annotated. 

80% of the experiment data are used as training set and the rest are used as test set. 10 fold cross 
verification is employed to test the three models. And the area under the ROC curve (AUC) and the accuracy of 
predicting quality reviews are utilized to evaluate their performances.  
4.2  Comparison on relative importance of features 

As shown in Fig.2, of all the features, the frequency of product attributes (AtttriFreq) is of most importance 
to quality reviews detection, followed by reviewer’s ranking (ReviewerRank), the number of verb words  
review (Nverb), average helpfulness of the reviewer’s all reviews(AverHelpRate). In contrast, adverb words 
number (Nadverb), sentence number(Nsents), sentiment mixing level of each review (PosSenti) are of minimal 
importance to the task.  
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Figure 2.  Comparison on relative importance of features 

 
4.3  Influences of key features on review quality 

 To analyze the influence of each key feature on review quality, the partial dependence of a single feature to 
model is introduced and the influence of the other features is marginalized out. The top feature in each feature 
set as shown in Fig.2 is selected to be analyzed, and the results are shown in Fig.3. 

 
Figure 3.  Partial dependence of key features 

 The result shows that the positive influence of the frequency of product attributes on review quality 
increases until the number reaches 20, and the impact stays the same after that. This indicates that with a limited 
number of product attributes mentioned in a review, the more attributes commented, the more information 
provided for readers and the more perceived usefulness. But after the number reaches a threshold, 
overly-crowded product attributes in one review might means too much for readers to digest. 

As shown in Fig.3, most reviewers are inactive and have the same ranking (specifically, most reviews are 
given ranking 8 by the Amazon website). When a reviewer is ranked between 5 and 6, the reviewer’s influence 
on review quality reaches the highest, whereas when a reviewer is ranked over 6, its influence is decreasing 
rapidly to a non-obvious degree.  

Since ObjSenti measures the objectivity of each review, the result indicates that the more objective the 
review is, the more helpful the review will be. And Fig.3 also shows that the number of verbs has a linear 
increasing effect on review quality when it is less than 15, and after that, the influence remains unchanged.  
4.4  The performance of GBDT model on quality reviews detection 

 As shown in Fig.4, the deviance of training set is decreasing as the progress of gradient boosting is 
proceeding. The AUC also indicates that the performance of predicting quality reviews is improving as the 
number of trees increases and gains the best results as the trees number reach 1997 and tree depth is set at 3. 
Fig.5 illustrates that the ROC curve for quality reviews detection based on GBDT model. The ROC curve is 
close to the upper left of axis, indicating a good prediction result  
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Figure 4.  AUC versus ensemble size of GBDT model     Figure 5.  ROC curve of GBDT model 

 

4.5  Comparative experiments 
 Comparative experiments have been conducted based on two baselines and the approach proposed in this 

paper, in order to justify the effectiveness of the proposed method in obtaining a better performance in quality 
review detection. And the two baselines are conventional logistic regression and Decision Tree.  

The performances of two baselines and the proposed approach on different feature sets are compared based 
on the combination of four feature sets such as F1, F1+F2, F1+F2+F3, F1+F2+F3+F4. 10-fold prediction 
accuracy and AUC value are listed in table 2, in which DT、LR、GB are abbreviations of Decision Tree、Logistic 
Regression and Gradient Boosting Decision Tree.  

Table 2.  Comparison of two baselines and the proposed approach 

Accuracy AUC 
Feature Sets 

DT(%) LR(%) GB(%) DT(%) LR(%) GB(%) 

F1 67.00 75.67 75.67 69.18 75.76 75.60 

F1+F2 70.50 76.00 76.23 70.30 75.78 76.45 

F1+F2+F3 77.67 78.67 83.33 77.60 78.67 83.19 

F1+F2+F3+F4 85.67 87.67 94.67 84.61 88.08 94.53 

As shown in table 2, the proposed approach outperforms DT model based method and LR model based 
method in both prediction accuracy and AUC value. In addition, the best performance of quality review 
detection is achieved using all four feature sets as F1+F2+F3+F4. 

 
5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION  

This paper is focused on feature selection for quality review detection. The proposed approach in this 
research firstly extracts four types of features are extracted based on information adoption theory, then a 
gradient boosting decision tree model is introduced to feature selection, and finally comparative 
experiments are conducted through DVD online reviews in Chinese from the Amazon website, with two 
baseline models such as Decision Tree and Logistic Regression. The experiment results demonstrate that 
the proposed approach achieves a better performance in detecting quality reviews. Furthermore, it is also 
indicated that the frequency of product attributes mentioned in a review, the reviewer’s rank, the 
objectivity of a review, and the number of verbs in a review are the most essential features in determining 
the quality of the review. 

Further research will be conducted in the following aspects. First of all, more features should be extracted 
to for quality review detection, for example, comparative reviews on different products may provide additional 
information for readers. Besides that, the experiments in this research are conducted merely on corpus of 
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searching goods, the reviews of experience goods (e.g. restaurant and etc.) will be collected and experimented 
on in the future. 
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